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	Learn the key standardsâ€•iBeacon, Eddystone, Bluetooth 4.0, and AltBeaconâ€•and how they work with other proximity technologies. Then build your understanding of the proximity framework and how to identify and deploy the best solutions for your own business, institutional, or consulting needs.


	Proximity technologyâ€•in particular, Bluetooth beaconsâ€•is a major source of business opportunity, and this book provides everything you need to know to architect a solution to capitalize on that opportunity.


	What You'll Learn

	
		Understand the disruptive implications of digital–physical convergence and the new applications it makes possible
	
		Review the key standards that solutions developers need to understand to capitalize on the business opportunity of proximity technology
	
		Discover the new phenomenon of beacon networks, which will be hugely significant in driving strategic decisions and creating wealth
	
		See other technologies in the proximity ecosystem catalyzed by and complementary to Bluetooth beacons, including visual light communication, magnetic resonance, and RFID
	
		Examine the Beacosystem framework for analyzing the proximity ecosystem



	Who This Book Is For


	Solutions architects of all typesâ€•venture capitalists, founders, CEOs, strategists, product managers, CTOs, business developers, and programmers


	Stephen Statler is a writer, public speaker, and consultant working in the beacon ecosystem. He trains and advises retailers, venue owners, VCs, as well as makers of beacon software and hardware, and is a thought leader in the beacosystem community. Previously he was the Senior Director for Strategy and Solutions Management at Qualcomm's Retail Solutions Division, helping to incubate Gimbal, one of the leading Bluetooth beacons in the market. He is also the CEO of Cause Based Solutions, creators of Give the Change, democratizing philanthropy, enabling non-profit supporters to donate the change from charity branded debit cards, and developer of The Good Traveler program.


	Contributors:


	Anke Audenaert, CEO, Favrit


	John Coombs, CEO, Rover Labs


	Theresa Mary Gordon, Co-Founder, tapGOconnect


	Phil Hendrix, Director, immr


	Kris Kolodziej, President, IndoorLBS


	Patrick Leddy, CEO, Pulsate


	Ben Parker, VP Business Development, AccelerateIT


	Mario Proietti, CEO, Location Smart


	Ray Rotolo, SVP OOH, Gimbal


	Kjartan Slette, COO, Unacast


	Jarno Vanto, Partner, Borenius Attorneys LLP


	David Young, Chief Engineer, Radius Networks


	Foreword by Asif Khan, President LBMA
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The Art of SportPrentice Hall, 2003
The Art of Sport is a book about sport, but not only this: it is also a book about the beauty, the unexpected, the grace, the anguish, the triumph and the pain of sport.

In this collection, Reuters photographers have captured the significance of moments in time. More often than not the photograph needs no caption: it tells its own story...
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Probabilistic and Statistical Methods in Cryptology: An Introduction by Selected TopicsSpringer, 2004
From the reviews:

"This book presents a large number of probabilistic aspects of cryptographic systems  . All the classical statistical tests on random sequences are motivated and precisely detailed here. This book is surely a valuable companion to the NIST standard reference  ." (Jérémie Bourdon, Mathematical...
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Ideas of Quantum ChemistryElsevier Limited, 2007
Colours! The most beautiful of buds – an apple bud in my garden changes colour from red to rosy after a few days. Why? It then explodes into a beautiful pale rosy flower. After a few months what was once a flower looks completely different: it has become a big, round and red apple. Look at the apple skin. It is pale green, but moving along...
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Readings in Multimedia Computing and Networking (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Multimedia Information and Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001
READINGS in Multimedia Computing is a collection of seminal research papers culled from the literature of the last ten years. Although the origins of multimedia computing and networking can be traced back to the development of systems such as the AT&T Picturephone in the late 1960s, it wasn't until the 1990s that the field came into its own....
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Behavioral Biometrics: A Remote Access ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
With the advent of the internet as a medium for performing business transactions, the need for a secure communication channel has never been more paramount. The study of behavioral biometrics - the verification and/or identification of individuals based on the way they provide information to an authentication system - originated from the need...
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New Directions in Human Information Behavior (Information Science and Knowledge Management)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:
"Human information Behaviour (HIB) is one of the most popular and yet most complex research areas in the field of library and information science (LIS). … This book is a valuable addition to the other books recently published in this area … . the editors have done a good job organising them in a logical way...
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